Why are organotin hydride reductions of organic halides so frequently retarded? Kinetic studies, analyses, and a few remedies.
Kinetic data for reduction of organic halides (RX) by tri-n-butylstannane (SnH) reveal a serious flaw in the current view of the kinetic radical chain: the tacit but unproven assumption that the speed of reaction is determined by the slowest propagation step. Our results show this is rarely true for reductive chains and that the observed rate is in fact controlled by unseen side-reactions of propagating R(•) and Sn(•) radicals with the solvent (notably, benzene!) or solvent impurities (e.g., trace benzophenone dryness indicator in THF) or, crucially, with allylic-CH and conjugated unsaturated groups in substrates and products. Most R(•) and/or Sn(•) radicals are therefore converted into relatively inert delocalized species A(•) and/or B(•) that inhibit the chain. Retardation in the degraded chain is given by a simple sum of terms, each being the ratio of the chain-transfer rate divided by the rate of chain-return. The model kinetic equation is linear and easy to ratify, interpret, and apply: to calculate retarding rate constants, optimize reaction conditions, and identify additives or "remedies" that repair the chain and accelerate reaction. The present work is thus expected to have a helpful impact on the practice and design of SnH radical chain based (and related) syntheses.